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Anarchists and Animal Rights
The writer of this article is a strong supporter of Animal Rights and also

an Anarchist. I see the two as strqgly related. This article will not attempt
to examine the moral reasons for a belief in Animal Eights but to look at why
-logically an Anarchist should believe in Animal Rights on political grounds.
All animal abuse is based on speciesism - the sense of superiority on the part
of humans. We, as anarchists, oppose classism, racism and sexism, all of which
are based on power, a concept rejected by the libertarian movement. Animal
abuse on a large scale is carried out by the rich and powerful and/or with
profit being the motive. Individuals often abuse animals because it gives them
a sense of superiority. Anarchists reject this power based society and support
for Animal Rights is a rejection of that part of society, and thus logical.

HUNTING H A
Hunting is very much a class based entertainment. There is a distinct

hierarchy with leaders (Red Coats), other well off people (The Field) and the
supporters, who are nothing more than glorified servants. Such a hierarchical
structure is totally anaethma to anarchist thinking and is enough for us to
reject Hunting without even considering the inhumanity of this Vsport".

FUR A
Quite simply fur is a status symbol, worn by the rich as a sign of their

wealth. Millions of animals are slaughtered to satisfy the demand of the rich
to make them look "above" the masses who cannot afford such luxuries.

1-. ,

VIVISECTION

Vivisection = profit, especially for the Pig Powerful erug °°mPanie5- A
viviseetion = false science, which does nothing to solve illness. The World
Health Authority admits only 200 drugs in the world are needed. However there
are thousands because drug companies strive to increase profits. The big drug
companies are not interested in curing diseases because it is more profitable to
treat a disease than to cure it. In many countries, notably the USA, research-
ers get huge grants to chop up animals for no other reason than profit.
Preventative medicine is possible and would reduce the amount of disease in the
world but unfortunately it is not profitable.

EATING ANIMALS
Anarchists should want to help all the peoples of the world, eepgeiellf the

Poor and deprived. The "develeped °euntr1eS"v by eatlng anlmal Pro uCe' ls

age
t and abuse is obvious in other such instances -*- _ . . . - - ‘ ‘s ,_., . ' H :7 ... _'¢ _ ‘

The connection between prof1 V ,5, -"""-IL‘ *_
such as do fighting circuses and the neglect and abandonment of pets. irfiyffi ; ,,_, _ H»r¢ ,§§§§@§h
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An‘ 1 ii hts is an anarchist issue. Anarchism and anarchists have no excuse
f taié irt in the abuse of animals. It is no good claiming there are more
';;ortah$gi:sues It is easy enough to avoid eating animal produce, to ensure1 0 , .

. ' ' lgtoiletries and cosmetics used are not animal basig 0; tfisted onwzgfimznz to leis
also an ideal way to attack the rich at Play ef ef ?3 9 gig anies Such as
people know exactly what you think of the wearing 0 r, P _ 1 abuse
Unilever, Mdbonalds and Beechams are making massive profits from agimat th T
By withdrawing our custom and relience we can stop them and even t fee en elr
long term survival.
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DEODORANTS
l) Body smells are erotic and sensual.
Capitalists don't like that because they are
impotent and opposed to all manifestations
of sensuality and sexuality. Sexually —
awakened people are potentially dangerous
to capitalists and their rigid, asexual
system

2) Body smells remind us that we are
animals. Capitalists don't want to be
reminded of that. Animals are dirty.
They eat things off the ground. They are
openly sexual. They don't wear tuxedos or
corsets or have their hair done.

3) Body smells are unique. Every one has
their own body smell. Capitalists don't
like individuality. There are millions of
body smells but only a few deodorant
smells. Capitalists like that.

4) Deodorants are harmful. Capitalists
like that because they are always looking
for new illnesses to cure. Capitalists
love to invent new medicines. Medicines
make money for them and win them prizes.
They also cause new illnesses so that they
can invent even more medicines.

5) Deodorants hide the damage that capital-
ists‘ products cause to your body. Eating
meat and other body pollutants sold by
capitalists makes you smell. Wearing
pantyhose makes you smell. Capitalists
don't want you to stop wearing pantyhose
or eating body pollutants.

6) Deodorant users are insecure. Capitalists
like insecure people. Insecure people don't
start trouble. Insecure people also buy
room fresheners, hair conditioners, and
makeup.

7) Deodorants are unnecessary. Capitalists
are very proud of that and they win
Marketing awards for it.

8) Deodorants cost you money. Capitalists
are especially pleased about that.

NADA
c/0 Semiotext(e), 522 Philosophy
Hall, NYC, NYIOOZ7.
taken from SEMIOTEXT(E) USA
UK distribution c/o Central Books,
22 Leathermarket, London, SE1 3ER.
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The aim of anarchist education has
always been to furnish children and
adults with the means to develop
their individual personalities
to the fullest - promoting self-
teaching and self-discovery - while
insisting that this process is
meaningless unless considered as a
basic right for all_children and all
adults. Anarchist educators were
opposed both to the creation of
uniformly-trained sheep and of
pockets of selfish individualists.
And the only time anarchist educators
got the chance to put their ideas
into practice in large numbers was in
Spain - and in particular in the
Catalan areas - between 1901 and
1939-

In 1901, Francesco Ferrer i Guardia
opened the first anarchist school in
Europe, known as the Escuela Moderna.
Starting with just 58 pupils ( ages
H-13 ) and five teachers, this
school introduced a number of new
ideas, which were to influence
libertarian education around Spain
and the world: religous teaching was
abolished and as much emphasis as
possible was placed on rational
observation ( be it of ideas or
plants or chemical processes or
social situations... ); co-education
and sex-education were introduced;
punishment and reward systems of any
description were not used; open-air
teaching was used wherever possible;
teachers and children played together
for fifteen minutes after every
lesson; full attention was paid to
the happiness of the children,
which was considered essential if
they were to learn anything; outings
and expeditions were taken whenever
possible ( to the sea, to the
mountains, to factories, to dairies,
to scientific research centres );
at every stage of learning the
children themselves were asked for
their opinions, and the teachers
were refrained from imposing opinions
being encouraged instead to always
ask questions to the children: the
"socratic method". Ferrer also set

I I LOO
LIBERTARIAN EDUCATION IN SPAIN

up his own publishing house to
produce religion/nationalism/sexism/
militarism-free books, previously
non existant in Spain. ( Th@Se
books were either translated from
French and Dutch or written from
scratch, notably by the Catalan
anarchist and naturist Cels Gomis ).
However, Ferrer's school, although
the first and best known of the
anarchist schools, was by no means
typical: it was started thanks to a
hefty inheritance from a French
millionairess sympathetic to Ferrer's
ideas, and had mainly lower-middle
class, paying students. Ferrer
himself and most of his teachers had
had formal educations and carried
teachers’ diplomas. But the
anarchist schools which began
emerging after 1906 ( when ex-
machine threader Alban Rossell set up
his school in Montgat ) and which
constituted the bulk of the anarchist
education movement by 1936 were
different: run on a shoestring
( usually from CNT contributions, the
CNT being the anarcho-syndicalist
labour union, with over 2 million
affiliates ),these schools were run
by working-class teachers - many of
whom were completely self-taught and
had no formal qualifications -
in working-class areas. It should be
said that in the early years Ferrer
was a personal freend of most of
these teachers, and gave them much
practical advice and help. After
Ferrer was executed in 1909 ( on a
ridiculous incitement-to-violence
charge based on his activities as a
teacher ) the movement expanded,
improvising according to necessity,
until by 1919 it was a recognised
part of the working-class struggle
within Spain ( the CNT congress in
that year spending many hours discus-
sing how the union could finance new
schools and pay teachers, eventually
agreeing they should receive the
same wage as a skilled worker ).
Some schools were run almost single-
handedly by men like Joan Roige
( who worked a six day week and
lived on a subsistance diet of bread

and fish ). These schools had around
forty to fifty pupils, many of them
adults, and many of the classes were
really informal discussion groups.
Other schools were paid for by a
specific union section of the CNT -
like the Textile Syndicate School
in Barcelona - and were free for the
children of union affiliates. these
schools were well-organised, had
small classes of around fifteen to
twenty pupils, were located in clean,
attractive premises, and all surviv-
ing pupils testify to the high
quality both of the teaching and
teaching materials, many of which
latter were provided directly by
other union sections ( the CNT miners
contributed mineral samples and so
on D. In schools financed directly by
the CNT, administration was the work
of a teacher elected every six months
by all the other teachers, who was
called the secretary and who had to
abide by the decisions of the
teachers‘ collective, which met
weekly. In some schools, parents
and children met monthly with
teachers to determine any changes in
the schooling. There were no
headmasters, no hierarchical admin-
istration whatsoever, in fact,
although each local federation of the
CNT had a committee dedicated to
channelling the funds through to the
schools in it's area. Decentralisat-
ion was encouraged, and curriculums
varied even according,to geographical
location ( so that schools in costal
towns would find out more about
fishing, than say, schools in the
Pyrenees I. One of the most famous
of these CNT schools was that run
by Floreal Ocana and his three
sisters in Torrassa ( north-west
Barcelona ). with 90 pupils, the
school had it's own film projectors,
printing press and local allotment.
The pupils produced their own
magazine once a week, electing the
editor each time. Ocana was a member
of the FAI ( Iberian Anarchist
Federation ) and as well known in
anarchist circles for his activism
and his thinking, as for his teaching
=bilities. He was amongst the best

~own of that group of anarchist
educators who saw education not as an
end in itself but as an integral part
of the fight for libertarian
communism. He believed it was
impossible to have a free and equal
society without "free and
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autonomous individuals". ma this he
followed the "line" laid down
originally by Ferrer. As a counter-
balance to this, it's probably worth
pointing out that many anarchist
teachefs, fl0t&bly those in the north
of Spain who worked with Ricardo
Mella ( who founded the "non-
ideological" movement ), believed
that absolutely no "political"
teaching Of any kind be included on
the curriculum. Mella went as far
as to say that if a pupil of his
later decided to join the Jesuits,
there would be nothing he eeuld do
to stop him.

BY 1935, there were over a hundred
libertarian schools in Cataionis
alone, comprising aroun 5% of the
schools in the area. Every major
city in the rest of Spain had at
least one libertarian edueation
centre, their number depending
largely on the influence of the CNT
in the area. Sadly, eemmunist



manipulation from 1937, followed by
Franco's victory in 1939 put an end
to all of them. Many of their
teachers and pupils joined the
anarchist militia columns at the
front, and those who survived the
Civil War fled into exile.
Anarchist teachers in Spain today,
now face the same problems as their
colleagues in other countries:
a virtually impentrable state-
funded education system, a lack of
undestanding on the part of most
parents, and a general lack of
interest in experimental
education combined with an even
stronger lack of interest in
political and social change. In pre-
war Spain, an alternative movement
like the Escuela Moderna was precisely
that: an alternative, a genuine one, _ _
to an otherwise dismal educational Somewhat more detalled artlcle forchoice’ ( especially for the lO,__,e,,,__ BLACK FLAG ( the issue dated 8/12/87 )
paid ). Nowadays the consumer economy
tends to gradually convert any attempts
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at providing an alternative into simply
another way into further consumerism,
and education is no exception.
Anarchist education has got a long way
to go - once again - and will heed to
do some fast thinking....

MT Barcelona October 1987

Obviously the above article was
limited simply due to space considerat-
ions. However the author enclosed
some more detailed notes which we feel
are well worth looking at. If anyone
is interested in futher information
the best we can suggest is that we
would be happy to Xerox off the notes
if you can afford the cost ( about 15
sheets at Hp a copy l.

The author has also written a

which is well worth looking at.
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COPY-RIGHT-WRONG
Welcome to the rather strange world of the 20th Century.
If you develop a curious affection for a word or phrase you can trademark it.
If you are a little more ambitious you can copyright a more substantial work.
If you've been perculiarly clever and your copyrighted words or pictures
contain an original idea then you can patent it.
Surely all this ownership of abstract concepts is as bad, if not worse than,
as the ownership of the means of production, and even more dangerous due to
the lack of attention that is placed upon them.
Ewerything from an image of the Queen to supermarket price labels are owned,
you may have possesion but there are limits to what you can use items for.
It will now come as no suprise to you that at this point I shall firmly
condemn this insidious form of ownership. '
However there do seem to be some "anarchists" who seem to have faith in the
current means of dealing with ownership of concepts, even if they are not
prepared to go to the courts to protect what they view as owned.
why?
Surely something that is placed in the public domain becomes the property of
the public.
Ah, they say, but if you are likely to be ripped off then there is no
incentive to produce.
Bollocks, whatever you produce, whether artist, scientist or journalist,
you should produce for the benefit of your fellow humans or for prestige,
not just for your wallet.
So what if Penguin Books would not produce Woodcocks Anarchism if the
typesetting was going to be ripped off and thus make it economically
unviable for them to print it; why do think they print it now?
Not for any social conscience reason but merely to make money.
So what is wrong with that then, everybody needs to make a living don't they?
Yeah, sure, but just as we reject ownership of the means of production
we should resist ownership of abstract concepts. Copyright has got to be
one of the first things to go in a truly free world.
So what would you have instead?
Credit where credits due, no one should have the right to take someone elses
work and claim that it is their own, but single individuals or groups should
not have the right to control the use of something in the public domain or
make undue financial rewards from it.
It is difficult to see what is wrong with small groups reprinting works.
It helps them financialy and helps spread the word, particularly to the
most oppressed and thus poor individuals who could benefit most from many
products, particularly when most of the Anarchist material easily available
is ridiculously overpriced either by greedy major publishing groups or due to
the short print runs of academically orientated volumes.

.9 The Paris Commune and the Idea of theWhat about plagirism then. Sn“
Michael Bakunin

Moot Point
Phoenix Press (£1)

THIS 32-page pamphlet, anonymously
edited, contains 27 items reprinted (with
misprints and some without permission
of the writer) from eleven issues of Free-
dom pubhshed during 1983, illustrating
various arguments about controversial
issues in the anarchist movement, to-
gether with editorial comments at the
beginning and the end.

The moot .points covered include such
things as violence, class struggle, and the
suppression of pornography (all three
supported by the pamphlefs editor). The
arguments are inevitably confused, since
the items vary widely in type and quality
and are torn out of their context, and
what may make sense in a fortnightly
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Any new reprint ot such writings
obviously ought to take account of such
developments, but this would apparently
be too much trouble for the incompetent
pirates who now infect the anarchist pub-
lishing business in this country. Instead,
in 1985, the Sheffield group known as
Bash‘em Books expropriated the I970
Dover text of God and the State. with-
out Paul Avrich’s editorial material, and
published it as a badly reproduced
pamphlet at 80p (reviewed in Freedom,
December 1985). Now, as B Books, they
have expropriated the 1971 CIRA text
of The Paris Commune and the Idea of
the Stare, together with my editorial
material, and published it as a badly
T°PT°dl1¢¢d pamphlet at 30p - without
asking or even telling .the original trans-
lator, editor or publisher, and making no
attempt to bring it up to date.

For some anarchists, I suppose, theft is
property. To such anarchists, I suggest,
the proper response is contempt.

NW
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I have been accused many times of
intolerance when the topic of religion
is raised, and would therefore like a
chance to clarify my thoughts on the
subject. I decided, a few years ago,
that there was no God. I felt that I
should decide to fall on one side or the
other: dithering about in the field of
uncertainty about his/her existence
would result in a life devoted to morals
that I did not truly believe in. I
shall not enter the argument about
whether he/she exists here as space is
too short arrl it is a different issue.
Let us therefore assume that God does
not exist.

How is God so acutely manifested in the
minds of men? Societies have, for as
long as history spans, had some sort of
God, be it the sun, a tree, a human or
something that we cannot touch/feel/see.
Children of all cultures, have their
pure minds infected with stories of
various religions. I myself was forced
to go to church (and take vows that I
did not understand) and was forced to
act in certain ways which were unnatural
to me. My mother, after four and a half
decades of Catholic education, is unable
to argue in a coherent, rational,
unenotional manner. Religion has
conditioned her mind to accept many
things blindly and without question: she
is proud of her "faith". I am sure that
everybody has acted at scme time i.n an
unnecessary manner because of the
effects of religion.

Why, then, do countries allow religion
to exist? 'I‘he answer is simple:
religion is tolerated because it
conditions people to accept whatever
injustices are done on earth (usually by
the ruling elite — i.e. governments)
because an after-life is promised.
'l‘hus, inequalities and injustices are
not tackled properly (only
superficially) and the status quo is
maintained. Religion props up the state
in return for the state's religious
tolerance. In scme cases, like in' Iran,
the religion is the state. This is a
very dangerous situation as any action
can be taken in the name of God. God's
name has been abused countless times.
Is it fair that the "God told me to do
it" excuse can hold water for so many
deeds: the Yorkshire Ripper? Nazis?
Khcmaeni? James Anderton? Michael
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Ryan? The Spanish Inquisition? Ronald
Reagan?

Religion is also used by the ruling
elite to keep down underprivileged
minorities. It is not by coincidence
that God is assumed to be a man. Why
not a woman? Because this is a man's
world (although there is no reason why
it should not be shared equally)
religious laws constantly restrict
women. Don't tell me God is just a
sexist bastard.

Sc what do I believe in? I believe that
humans have the capacity to think
logically (although most of contemporary
logic is illogical) and can consequently
think things out for themselves. when we
die there is nothing. This is impossible
to imagine (although no more impossible
than "hell" or "heaven") as nobody
living has experienced nothingness. You
do not reincarnate , nor does your soul
go to a really groovy eternal party or a
bad bunrrerville place. You just die. As
I see it, God is a measure of people's
own insecurity, we want to live after
death, we are so afraid we may be
"alone" and that the responsibility of
past present and future lies with us
alone.

Well, I am not taking any more shit from
people who are too scared to do what
they know to be correct. Once you
actually start to think for yourself,
things beccme infinitely clearer. You
see why certain morals are necessary and
Others are not. You start to question
everything and this makes your belief in
the things that you know to be right so
much stronger. Use your head, take
control: no Gods or idols. Where there
are idols there is idleness - of the
mind. . ;

So why not just leave religious people
alone? This would be fine but most
religions ‘involve primarily the notion
that their religion should be spread.
Islamic fundamentalists use grenades and
guns. American TV evangelists use
technology. At Keele they use the
publicity circular. They insist on
spreading their mental fungus . The
solution is not with violence as this
merely entrenches ideas. Arguments
appealing to the logic of the mind must
be used and these arguments can be
presented in a variety of forms: START!
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5 G150; |(§ng of the jews, alias Christ “the redeemer,”
dlias jesus “The Saviour" Christ. ' .

MODUS OPERANDI: Faith healinfi. Illessd mirade P°"l°"“i"8-
suspect lcnown to be evasive; tends to express himself in parflblei-.
ASSOCIATES: believed to be leader ol a I2 man gang. -
DISTINGUISHING MARKS: scar on hands (P=\l'“$)|?"d 7°?‘-
posslbly larger scar on left rub cage. """l°"°"5 5"“ _5c‘""
encircling crown. _ '  - h h_ - H _
WARNING: ll suspect is recognI$¢d. d° "°t 3PP'-P3‘: d. ‘m’ 3 '_‘
said to be armed with the wrath of God and may e l"2°"° $-
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R HY 8; REL (}[()  ENNISKILLEN & THE WAR IN IRELAND
It am an anarchist. I am also a
C'h1'i5ti='=1I1- T0 my mind, there is no
reeeen whY these two beliefs should be
mutually exclusive but I have become
used to the attitude of members of scare
Of the IP01‘e narrow-minded established
churches saying that I t-eh't be both.
It comes as more of a shock to be
COndem1'1ed by my fellow anarchists, who
cannot acc@t that I really believe in
what I call God. I don’t ask them to
believe as I do, simply to allow me my
faith and not react with aggression, be
lt Physical or verbal, to me. As I
tmtieretend it: anarchism is a philosophy
which necessitates tolerance for this,
Comblned with a social conscience, must
form the basis of the anarchist society
tewards Whieh we are striving. We
believe: or claim to believe, in the
essential strength and goodness of human
belngef rhet any organised structure of
governing is artificial and forced upon
U5; whether we realise and resist or
tacitly conform, to repress our
individuality and keep control in the
hands of a privileged minority. And yet
anarchists feel it justified to condemn
any person for a faith,

It is important now that we do not
Cemtllee the ’organised Church’ with
religion. By all means, speak out
a9alQSt_ any attempt to impose
restrictions or indoctrinations upon our
fellow men and the ’organised church’ is
a classic example of this in its often-
held beliefs that that group alone holds
the secret of faith, the knowledge of
the true God and that any other Church
varies from deluded to evil. But do
not _confuse this with the personal
conmitment to acreed which is religion.
There have existed throughout history
Tfell-Y religions. not all of which even
involve the worship of what we might
define as a god and to lump them all
together as scmething evil is prejudice
at its worst.

Many anarchists seen to believe that all
religion stems from stupidity and
iI1d<3>¢trinE1ti0I‘1- Do we really have so

in Klan that we we
alone have managed to resist this and
think for ourselves, that all religion
evolves from blind acceptance? That is
e-T} arrogance which reflects the worst
side of any established religion which
tells its followers exactly what to
believe ' be it Christianity or
Anarchism. If we think so little of our
fellow hunan beings, how can we expect
an anarchist society to succeed, relying
as it does on humans’ ability to run
their own lives without the central prop
of government.

12

As anarchists, we are branded by
stereotypes we know are only the result
of ignorance yet, by connecting myself
with Christianity, I create a stereotype
in the anarchist mind with no real
knowledge of what I believe as an
individual. I call myself a Christian
because I follow the teachings of a man,
call him the Christ, the Nazarene, the
Rabbi, what you will. But I am not a
member of any established Church and I
do not believe that any other religion
is wrong. I respect all faiths, be they
secular or religious, if they are
honestly held and threaten no—cne. Yes,
sometirres religion has been used as an
excuse for war and murder but it is at
the instigation of man. There is a lot
of sympathy in this world and men have
fought for lots of reasons other than
religion, even because of anarchy. This
doesn’t make the faith wrong, just man’s
interpretation of it.

Because of my personal religion, I do
not kill or use violence against any
living thing, but neither do I accept
injustice in this life because of sorre
idea that God expects us to, or a
promise of eternal life. I do believe
in a purer existence after death but
also that it is up to us to make this
world and all life upon it as close to
perfection as we can. There is nothing
God-created about governments, or
tyranny, or laws of men, most of which
exist _ only to perpetuate the state
structure. The only rules or laws which
can honestly bind any of us are the
dictates of our own conscience and, in
my case, this involves following the
Commandments, but nowhere do these tell
me to subjugate myself to any organised
state and the rules are those agreed to
by most secular morality to allow men to
live together in harmony.

To be ’anti—religion’ is a dangerous
stand for any group or individual
purporting to be anarchic, because it
suggests a tyranny over the minds and
conscience of our fellow men, which is
the worst kind of tyranny. Where is the
difference between the Inquisit_ion’s
handling of heretics who simply held a
variation on an established religion,
and a condennaticn of a man who believes
in any god because his ideas don’t
conform to your own. Is this the free-
thinking anarchists allegeily support,
or do we now have to fit into a mould
conforming to expectation decreed by who
knows whom? Yes, organised religion has
a lot of faults but when you condemn it,
renember to make the distinction between
the institution and the faith.
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BOMBER COMMAND  
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News of the IRA bomb that exploded The Falklands war waS_fOueht"oVeh e_ th
in Enniskillen on Rememberance Sunday ieihedef Se%£ed€;:;:§2::l§2 Iiziande
left us shocked and stunned. Not, ls eh ere‘. 'i ' ' ‘ll das the media would have it, because are batohed’ lmphlsohed and kl e
of the shattered sanctity of Remembe-» for fighting for the Same thine’rance Sunday, but because of the Mr Tom King, Secretary of State for
sheer pointless waste of life that Nehthehh Iheiehdr talked of the
resulted from the bombing. This was Hhevhieiehn at this "terrible crime"
the IRA at it»5 worst, blundeping - "using violence for political ends"
lnneffective and careless. Whether The eeaie of Peiitieai Vioiehee
by accident or not, eleven innocent pheetieed hY the British government
people died_ - both directly and indirectly - in

Britain, South Africa and Northern
hut this does not alter the complex- iheiehei heheehe eheh hypeehaey
ion of the war in Ireland_ The farcical. That the main cause of the
Fnniskillen bomb was not an act in Outrage Should he that theisolation but a tiny part of an Enniskillen bomb "desecrated" the
Pnormous pattern of violence very day on which we are prompted to

intimidation and discrimination This remember those who have died ih “eh“Yale of repression is for the most is ironic in view of the fact that
part the work of the RUC, the British Britain's “er against the iris“
Army and the British State; and the Pe°Pie> and it's Consequent "i°ti'"S
Catholic community it's most frequent ( Oh ell sides )* make it the
Victim_ bloodiest conflict Britain's troops

have fought since the Second World
The day after Enniskillen, Gerry waP- The °n1Y “aY to even begin to
Adams, leader of Sinn Fain ( the brind peace to Ireland is to get the
political wing of the IRA ) tP°°PS °“t-
distanced himself from the bombing,
saying that he could in no way
justify it. In 1972, thirteen
nnaemed Catholics were shot dead in
Jerry by the British Army. The
Brit‘ h State, it's generals, it's
govt =ment and it's Prime Minister,
offe ‘ no regrets, no sympathy, no
aknowledgement of error or guilt.
It would appear the British State
have less of a conscience than the
Republican Army they claim is so
hailous.

P
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lagroe absolutely, old lad
Only an utter monster would
drop 3 bomb on civilians. ’

1-Ir"
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All this in no way legitimises the
bombing at Enniskillen. Just as in
any war - including those in
Nicaragua, Afghanistan and South
Africa - there is the sad and
pathetic spectacle of innocent
people dying for no reason. But the
outraged, almost manic attacks on the
IRA in most newspapers is a Signal
that there is much more at stake here
than the deaths of eleven people
in the Six Counties. Here is the
British State sinking it's teeth into
a corpse to drain off the last of
it's blood. In for the kill.
Let's split the Nationalist community
Let's get the Catholics knuckling
under...

If this media/State onslaught, if
even the brutal killing itself, makes
us for a minute fall into line with
the accepted, censored half-truth
propaganda we are told about the
Republican resistance in Ireland,
then it will have served it's
purpose for the British government.'
That government doesn't just want
your tears and sympathy. It Wefite
you to close your eyes and your ears
to what is really happening in
Northern Ireland.

Enniskillen was a terrible mistake
for the IRA. But it does not alter
the basic fact: that Irish people
are suffering an invading army of
occupation. The IRA are fighting
that daily brutality with force.
In our safe English armchairs, can we
dismiss their war against colonialism
because of the Enniskillen bombing ?

Chumbawamba "Nov 1987
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like the REDSKINS, CLASH or STYLE '
COUNCIL - can't people realise what a
farce they are - actions speak louder
than words and by that token a band
like NEW ORDER are a thousand times
more revolutionary than any number of
"political" bands who work within the
system, if only because of the manner
in which FACTORY RECORDS works.
And all thjs shit about working
within the system, simply on the
grounds of getting your message across Dancing Queen, on the JAMS The Queen
to the widest audience - I could throw and I. The LP is funny, provocative
up - it's so ridiculously transparent
when an indie label can get Pump Up
The Volume to Number One with no
advertising, that it sucks.

It's about time that we had some
truly radical music to listen to - and
guess what - I'm now going to tell ou_ Y
where I think it's coming from. Well
we've seen the decline of the Scratch!
Hip Hop style - from classics like The
Message and White Lines to shit like
Jack Your Body and shits like THE
BEASTIE BOYS and LL COOL J. The market
has corrupted and compromised the
dissatisfaction that created the style
in the first place - but there are ”
those of course who continue to make
threatening records - and just because
you don't here them on the radio
doesn't mean that they aren't worth
listening to.

BILL DRUMMOND has been active in the
music scene for some years now, as a
solo artist and one time mana er ofS
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN and THE TEARDROP
EXPLODES - an integral part of the
indie scene in Liverpool in the late
70's. That makes his current venture
THE JUSTIFIED ANCIENTS OF MU MU even
more notable. Their LP 1987-What The
Fuck Is Going On? is essentially a
declaration of intent, with
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geureee from EQE_§QEEQ_Q§_§B§lE to the What you get if you add the above
b§LL' However their gleeful use ef four together. TACKHEAD are probably
lee of ether Peeplee Peeerde hee eeuee the hardest UK scratch merchants

eeueee them more than e few Problems producing records under various flags
1“ this °°PY’i5ht ridden S°¢ietY- including FATZ COMETS and acting
Their first einele §ll_12E_§22Q_l§_L2Ve as Gary Clail's backing band -
W88 Withdrawn after the thP@at Of legal check out Hard Left, Stormy Weather
?3§leede;gA;EE;h:1e Ese ef SAMANTHA and The Game plus others.

an rac s. Now the LP MARK'___'“*__
- STEWARTis also illegal following court action _
by ABBA due to the use of their g§El;gg g;g§;”w£°’ eie 7°;s band

o re ease
( amongst other material ) -

L1 .
and danceable - unfortunately you can 5 She IS Be one Good And Evil
no longer buy it. Also worth looking hgsgogugggrmuch Lon er De we Teleeete
out for is the second single Whitney
Joins the JAMs, and the Xmas single
Downtown. The re-issued LP with all MAFFIA
the copyright material edited out '“*"“""
The JAMs N5 Edits, is not really
worth it except for the listing on
the sleeve of all the items
originally sampled and it's tongue . .
in cheek warning that to attempt authoritarian LPS of the ee'eL ' - .to recreate the original sound earnln To Co P with eeweeeleeiis illegal in the presence of more As the Veneer of Democrac Starts to
than three people. §§%§;§%§§—§%2Ee£§{Plue 3 einS1ee
Write to the JAMs c/o ’  ’ tran81" ThanPo Box 28 HP22 _L_o_\_§_.all totally over produced

3: SEW ( See) mlx-'1-1'18 $~'='1"1P1e$, Peggae, rock and
ADRIAN SHERWOOD hip h0p.
Propietor and guiding force behind
ON-U Sound Records - Producer and PAY IT ALL BACK
re-mixer for bands as diverse as UN-U $0unds gift to the world -
CABARET VOLTAIRE, SIMPLY RED, a sampler LP retailing for only
DEPECHE MODE and the WOODENTOPS. £1-A9 - pre TACKHEAD but a brilliant

collection and at the price a vital

vital Vinyl as they say in the trade

Mix Mark Stewart and TACKHEAD and
you have MARK STEWART AND MAFFIA
who have produced three of the most
paranoid, chilling, and anti-

KEITH LE BLANC introduction
Did the drums on The Message -
responsible for the classic MALCOM X! gN_U Sound Records’ e Se‘ eeenaees
No Sell Out and THE ENEMY NITHIN/ ; °ed' L°“d°"i E5 ‘PG ( large SAE )
Strike cuts

DOUG WIMBUSH
SKIP Mac DONALD
Two more ex-Sugarhill Records
musicians
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The Socialist Path to Women’s Liberation
.i.. _

I I
. ' -. 1 i ' .

1__ HI.‘ , . _ . _ _ - _ . - - _

_ v" Many women who stmuggle for liberation have chosen@the;Socialist?alternativep
,_-1| - - . . - -

'_|', to achieve equality} Capitalist competition and hence domination of some indiv- r
iduals over others make this an attractive alternative but it is not the answer.
Competition does lead to domination and discrimination, all inherent in male
organisation of society on a hierarchical basis. This male attitude, the desire
of power and the need to dominate, has to be defeated for liberation to be
achieved. Hence hierarchical organisation which allows this to continue must
also be rejected. Here is the real problem, the defeat of discrimination and
domination, both male traits, which socialism does not fully account for.

Firstly, whether revolutionary or reformist, present socialist movements
advocate the use of the state and its hierarchical forms of organisation.
'Women are given roles within these male structures, continuing the domination
of male values. Indeed, in many socialist revolutions, the liberated woman is
a woman with a gun; surely a male view of a liberated woman ie. in his own
image. There must be a change to the whole attitude of organisation, not
simply a switch in male methods. This is what Marx envisaged but not how men
have interpreted him and certainly not how they have practised socialism. The
placing of the party as the new political elite rather than the existing
economic elite is not the answer. '

Secondly, the issue of womens liberation is lost in the persuit of unity in
the overall class conflict. This is placing emphasis on the symptoms at the
expense of the cause which is inherent in the issues of womens liberation. It
is womens fundemental rejection of dominence and discrimination (hence their
attitudes to the socialisation process) which can prevent hierarchy and the
sources of injustice. The socialist method is not a solution but rather a
transition in levels of male domination, restoring the attitudes that already
exist and are the norm. The same socialisation will continue and liberation

will not occur. An Appeal by the Presidents
ofPltmet Earth

We alone are the Govermnent of Planet Earth. Which comes as societies, groups in favor of railroad sidings, or societies for the
no surprise, There’s no doubt about it, We are un¢om¢5gab|¢ dissemination of information on the latest advances in threshing
and recognized by everyone. m;¢1-,1,-,¢5_

We have rolled up your three years of war into a single We promise not to lay a finger on you. _-_
conch 5h¢ll-i 3 lfifflfylng trumpet, and now we sing and shout Our difficult assignment is to be switchmen on the tracks
and we roar out‘ the terrible truth: the Government of Planet that join the Past and the Future.
Earth 311'cad?’ ¢¥1$ts. We are it. You simply stay as you are—-voluntary agreements between __

_ We alone, standing on the rock of ourselves and our names, " Pfivam PC5095» *0"-“Y ‘m11¢¢°559-FY: “"imP°1T1"ts boring. ind
with the ocean of your evil eyes beating all around us, have dull as a toothache in the mouth of an old lady in the 17th cen-
dared to call ourselves the Government of Planet Earth. We ru.ry.
are it.

THEGOVERNMENTOFPLANETEARTH Whosebackbannerofunrulewasraisedbythehandofman andhasbeenalreadysnatchedupbythehandoftheuniverse.Whowillteardownthesebacksuns?Theburningcoorsof thesebacltsunsTheenemy?

Byrightofpreeminenceandbyassertionofourrightofse

zure,WEaretheGovernmentofPanetEarth.Weandnobody else.

Wh _ _ _ If you are so moral, you governments, then why these sacri-
. at insolence, people will say, but we will smile upon fices for the gods, why are we crushed in your jaws, we soldiers

than bk‘ S°d5- .- and workers? -
We hereby state that we do not recognize any ovcrloi-d5 And if you are evil, then who among us will raise a linger ""

who call themselves governments, states, fatherlands, and otl-in to prevent your destruction?
business establishments and publishing houses, who have ' We are endowed with reason, and we contemplate death __ -

t the mercenary mills of their well-being beside the three- with the same equanimiry as a fanner who contemplates replac-
l’°i""'l°nB Wamrfall Of YOU? b¢€r and our blood, the strcarng mad¢ ing one plow with a better one. Your space government of sinis-
lfl I917 Of bl00d-rod Waves. ter plunder, you Kings and Kaisers and Sultans, is as different
be You cover the eyes of War ‘with a homespun blind of word; fiom our as the hand of an ape bumed by its unknown "~-

a iit the death penalty, mouthing the word “homeland” and fire-god is different from the hand of a rider calmly holding the
setting up front-line court-martials. reins of bridled fate. __

fihhl-abpard! Who will be our friend and comrade on this _ And that’s not all. We are founding a society for the protec- -'
S1'°°'5l°‘-1l'"¢§'- . non of governments of space from savage attack by the young

I We praise the tramloads of loyal subjects of her Holiness rulers of Planet Earth. And this new class will crop your ears.
Spring and her people, who cling like swarms of bees to trains They are young and impolite-—-forgive any gaps in their up-
;bO\1I to collapsebeneath the weight of their new passenger-— We are a special type of weapon. Comrade workers, do

met. We know it is Spring who calls her people and see; [hgm Int complain because we follow a special path toward our com-
‘md smiks 3 Sad $lTlil¢- nnn goal. Each type of weapon has its own design and its own

So say we, ambassadors and commissars of Planet Earth. laws. We are architect-workers.
l-I .

And you governments of space, ¢3|,|11 down, fix 31¢ kc,-chicfs on _, Let these words be a gauntlet whose time has come:
Your had‘ and 5t°P *5 lfY°“ “"¢1'° =m*¢fl<1ifls Y0“! QWI1 We hope that this list will soon bear the brilliant names of
f""¢1'1l$; I10b0dy’s going to hun ou You will be able to e 'o Mayakov-sky, Burliuk, and Gorky_ Y - n1 y .
the protection of our laws, you will become simply private asso- 1 6 An 1_1)_ for thg ggvgfnmgnt of stars,

lQ1001“. 011 ill‘! equal footing with anti-gopher societies, Dante 1917

signed:V.Klilebnilcov

G.Pctnikov

I " I I I.\ .

Z\l\LP\I21IiE{I[iELDG iPsPJ]3> lJ5IWC)I?1[iPsPQfIZS3FWl

One of the IRE-IJOI‘ factors contributing to the relative
weakness of anarchism is the popular myth of its association
with chaos,disorganisation and violence.However,there is
a second equally important misconception which is that
anarchists are 'utopians and that anarchism: is. a belief
in perfect society. Anarchists are not utopians who believe
that after the Revolution all will be well and everybody
will lead happy contented lives.For me,anarchism is a belief
in constant change.Utopianism in contrast is a belief in
a set goal.Any static society leads to dogmatism and stagna-
tion.0f course,every problem will not miraculously disappear
when the present statist world is ended;fools believe that,
not anarchists.

In an Anarchic society,there t will still be unpleasant
tasks,work that is undesirable and many problems to overcome
Anarchism is simply a fairer and more efficient way to
deal with problems not a method to eliminate them.Rather
than having the powerful or the Party imposing unpleasant
tasks on certain people,Anarchists believe in sharing -
not just the good things,but also the bad.Dirty and menial
tasks don't disappear in an Anarchic society.They are dis-
tributed more equally making these tasks less onerous for
any individual.Capitalism solves the problem of menial
and unpleasant tasks by forcing the weak and poor to do
it.State communism blackmails the people by claiming it
is for the good of the Stat;e.when it is really for the
benefit of the Rulers.Only in an Anarchic society does
an individual act willingly to help him/herself and his/her
comrades.l-Je are not foolish enough to think that drains
will not need cleaning.mines dug or streets cleaned.We
think that a system organised by the people for the people
is the fairest and most rewarding to live in.

Only by developing and explaining their beliefs for
the future will anarchists shake off the tag of utopianism.
This can only be done by educating and encouraging people
to think and understand beyond the level of ’Anarchists
are middle-class utopians’ and/or ‘violent fools'..We must
use our imagination and at the same time criticise and
contribute to everyday life in the world now.

DON'T DREA

l .
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